We construct degenerations of Mukai varieties and linear sections thereof to special unobstructed Fano Stanley-Reisner schemes corresponding to convex deltahedra. This can be used to find toric degenerations of rank one index one Fano threefolds. In the second part we find many higher dimensional unobstructed Fano and Calabi-Yau Stanley-Reisner schemes. The main result is that the Stanley-Reisner ring of the boundary complex of the dual polytope of the associahedron has trivial T 2 .
Introduction
In [Muk88] , Mukai showed that rank one index one Fano threefolds of genus g ≤ 10 appear as complete intersections in (weighted) projective spaces and homogeneous spaces. Here Q 2 is a generic quadric. The varieties M g are called Mukai varieties. The homogeneous spaces involved are the Grassmannians G(2, 5) and G(2, 6) associated to SL 5 C and SL 6 C, the (even) orthogonal Grassmannian or spinor variety SO(5, 10) associated to Spin 10 C, the Lagrangian Grassmannian LG(3, 6) associated to Sp 6 C, and G 2 which is associated to the adjoint representation of the exceptional semi-simple Lie Group G 2 . Note that the V 2g−2 denote deformation classes as in the original classification of Iskovskih in [Isk78] , see Corollary 2.5 below.
Name Degree Genus Embedding
In the first part of this paper we compare this series with a special series of Fano StanleyReisner schemes. If T is a combinatorial sphere then the Stanley-Reisner scheme of the join of T and a simplex is Fano (Proposition 2.1). In Section 3 we describe a series of triangulated 2-spheres T n , 4 ≤ n ≤ 11, with n vertices such that the Stanley-Reisner scheme of the cone over T n is a natural flat degeneration of V 2n−4 . In fact for 6 ≤ g ≤ 10 the Stanley-Reisner scheme of the join of T g+1 and a suitable simplex is a degeneration of M g .
The series of T n is special for several reasons. To begin with, starting with T 4 , which is the boundary complex of the tetrahedron, T n is gotten from T n−1 by starring a vertex into an edge and there is a well defined rule for which edge to star in. This gives a systematic way of generating the Stanley-Reisner degenerations of the V 2g−2 .
Secondly, for 4 ≤ n ≤ 10, the T n are the boundary complexes of the convex deltahedra, i.e. we see all convex deltahedra except the icosahedron. Recall that a deltahedron is a 3-dimensional polytope with regular triangles as faces. There are exactly 8 convex deltahedra as proven in [FvdW47] . Drawings, names and descriptions may be found for example in [Cro97, Figure 2 .18].
This seems at the moment to be just a nice coincidence but there might be deeper explanation. Although the T n come in a series there is (as usual) no system relating their automorphism groups Aut(T n ). Yet one can check case by case that for 6 ≤ g ≤ 9, if r g is the index of the Fano homogeneous space in the Mukai list, then | Aut(T g+1 )| = 24 − 2r g .
Finally, for 4 ≤ n ≤ 10, the Stanley-Reisner scheme of the cone over T n is unobstructed. In fact the Stanley-Reisner ring of T n has trivial T 2 . Thus V ′ 4 , V 6 , . . . , V 16 all degenerate to Fano Stanley-Reisner schemes which are smooth points in the relevant Hilbert schemes. This can be used to find toric varieties to which the Fano threefolds degenerate (Proposition 2.3). The point is that, if a Stanley-Reisner scheme to which we degenerate corresponds to a smooth point in some Hilbert scheme, any toric variety also degenerating to this Stanley-Reisner scheme must deform to a variety corresponding to a general point on the same component of the Hilbert scheme. Our original motivation for this article was in fact to find such toric degenerations, which have become of interest in connection with mirror symmetry, see for example [Prz09] and [ILP11] .
These results point towards at least two continuations. One can ask if degenerations to Stanley-Reisner schemes help find toric degenerations of other Fano threefolds. This is the subject of a separate paper [CI] where we, for d ≤ 12, study the Hilbert scheme of degree d smooth Fano threefolds in their anticanonical embeddings. We use this to classify all possible degenerations of these varieties to canonical Gorenstein toric Fanos.
Taking another direction, one could ask for higher dimensional combinatorial spheres with trivial T 2 . This is the subject of the second part of this paper. It is based on the observation that our T 9 is boundary complex of the triaugmented triangular prism, which again is the dual polytope of the 2-dimensional associahedron. Let A n be the boundary complex of the dual of the (n − 4)-dimensional associahedron and A n its Stanley-Reisner ring. The main result of the second part of this paper is Theorem 5.3 which states that T 2 An = 0 for all n. For the sake of completeness we also compute T 1
An and describe the versal deformation of Proj(A n ⊗ k k[x 0 , . . . , x m ]).
The T n in dimension two appear as edge starrings and unstarrings of A 6 . In the last section we generalize this and use edge starrings and unstarrings of A n to find many more combinatorial spheres with trivial T 2 . Our Corollary 6.4 shows that if r 1 , . . . , r m are integers with n > r i ≥ 4 and
then A n is as a stellar subdivision of A r 1 * A r 2 * · · · * A rm via (different) series of edge starrings. This yields many intermediate (n − 4)-spheres whose Stanley-Reisner ring has trivial T 2 , generalizing the sequence T 6 , . . . , T 9 .
In dimension 2 there is exactly one edge starring of A 6 yielding a sphere with T 2 = 0, namely T 10 and any edge starring of T 10 has non-trivial T 2 . We finish this paper by listing all 74 combinatorial 3-spheres with trivial T 2 coming from successive edge starrings of A 7 .
Several results needed to prove T 2 An = 0 are valid in general for flag complexes and we include them in a separate Section 4. To ensure that general linear sections G(2, n) correspond to generic points on Hilbert scheme components (needed for Corollary 5.4) we prove some results on deformations of complete intersections in rigid Fano varieties which may be of general interest, Proposition 2.4 and Corollary 2.5.
Preliminaries

Simplicial complexes and Stanley-Reisner Schemes
We now recall some basic facts about simplicial complexes and Stanley-Reisner schemes, see for example [Sta96] . Let [n] be the set {0, . . . , n} and ∆ n be the full simplex 2 [n] . An abstract simplicial complex is any subset K ⊂ ∆ n such that if f ∈ K and g ⊂ f , then g ∈ K. Elements f ∈ K are called faces; the dimension of a face f is dim f := #f − 1. Zero-dimensional faces are called vertices and we denote the set of vertices by V (K). One-dimensional faces are called edges. By ∆ −1 we will denote the simplicial complex consisting solely of the empty set. Two simplicial complexes are isomorphic if there is a bijection of the vertices inducing a bijection of all faces. We will not differentiate between isomorphic complexes.
Given two simplicial complexes K and L, their join is the simplicial complex
If f ∈ K is a face, we may define
• the open star of f in K; st(f, K) := {g ∈ K : f ⊆ g}, and
Notice that the closed star is the subcomplex st(f, K) =f * lk(f, K). If f is an r-dimensional face of K, define the valency of f , ν(f ), to be the number of (r + 1)-dimensional faces containing f . Thus ν(f ) equals the number of vertices in lk(f, K).
The geometric realization of K, denoted |K|, is defined as
In this paper we will be interested in the cases where K is a combinatorial sphere or ball. A combinatorial n-sphere is a simplicial complex for which |K| is P L-homeomorphic to the boundary of ∆ n+1 . A combinatorial n-ball is a simplicial complex for which |K| is P L-homeomorphic to ∆ n . In general a simplicial complex K is a combinatorial n-manifold (with boundary) if for all non-empty faces f ∈ K, | lk(f, K)| is a combinatorial sphere (or ball) of dimension n − dim f − 1. If b ⊆ V (K), denote byb the full simplex which is the power set of b and ∂b =b \ {b} its boundary. We recall the notion of stellar exchange defined in [Pac91] . (See also [Vir93] .) Assume K is a complex with a non-empty face a such that lk(a, K) = ∂b * L for some non-empty set b and b is not a face of lk(a, K). We can now make a new complex Fl a,b (K) by removing st(a) = ∂b * ā * L and replacing it with ∂a * b * L,
If |b| = 1, that is if b is a new vertex v, then the procedure Fl f,v (K) is classically known as starring v at the face f and we denote the result as star(f, K). (If f also is a vertex we are just renaming f with v.) A complex K ′ is known as a stellar subdivision of K if there exists a series
To any simplicial complex K ⊂ ∆ n , we associate a square-free monomial ideal
where for p ∈ ∆ n , x p := i∈p x i . This gives rise to the Stanley-Reisner ring A K := C[x 0 , . . . , x n ]/I K and a corresponding projective scheme P(K) := Proj A K which we call a Stanley-Reisner scheme. The scheme X := P(K) "looks" like the complex K: each face f ∈ K corresponds to some P dim f ⊂ X and the intersection relations among these projective spaces are identical to those of the faces of K. In particular, facets of K correspond to the irreducible components of X. If K is pure dimensional then the degree of P(K) will be the number of facets of K. We also have
by a result of Hochster, see [AC10, Theorem 2.2]. We also can make the affine scheme A(K) = Spec A K . If f is a subset of V (K), let D + (x f ) ⊆ P(K) be the chart corresponding to homogeneous localization of A K by the powers of x f . Then D + (x f ) is empty unless f ∈ K and if f ∈ K then
If K is an orientable combinatorial manifold without boundary then the canonical sheaf is trivial ([BE91, Theorem 6.1]). Thus a smoothing of such a P(K) would yield smooth schemes with trivial canonical bundle and structure sheaf cohomology equaling H p (K; C). In particular if K is a combinatorial sphere then a smoothing of P(K), if such exists, is Calabi-Yau. We shall see that certain balls correspond in this way to Fano schemes.
The combinatorial nature of Stanley-Reisner schemes also makes their deformation theory more accessible than usual and has been studied in [AC04] and [AC10]. We will apply results from these papers throughout.
Cotangent cohomology of Stanley-Reisner schemes
We recall one of the descriptions in [AC04] of the multi-graded pieces of T i A K for any simplicial complex K. We refer also to this paper, [AC10] and the references therein to standard works for definitions of the various cotangent cohomology spaces.
We recall first some geometric constructions on simplicial complexes. To every non-empty f ∈ K, one assigns the relatively open simplex f ⊆ |K|; f = {α ∈ |K| | α(i) = 0 if and only if i ∈ f } .
On the other hand, each subset Y ⊆ K, i.e. Y is not necessarily a subcomplex, determines a topological space
In particular, K \ {∅} = |K| and K = | cone(K)| where cone(K) is the simplicial complex ∆ 0 * K. Define
We have Since T i A K ,c depends only on the supports a and b we may denote it T i a−b (K). We will have use for
We include the following for lack of reference. 
Proof. Consider a cocartesian diagram of rings
with both α and β flat. Then by standard properties of the cotangent modules (see e.g.
Thus the sequence reads
Switching A and B gives a natural section to T i A⊗ k B → T i A ⊗ k B, so the map is surjective and the result follows.
Dual associahedra
By A n we denote the n−4 dimensional simplicial complex which is the boundary complex of the dual polytope of the associahedron. The associahedron (also known as the Stasheff polytope) plays a role in many fields and various generalizations and realizations have appeared in the recent literature, see e.g. the introduction in [HL07] and the references therein. For our purposes the description of A n given by Lee in [Lee89] is the most useful.
Consider the n-gon and index the vertices in cyclical order by i = 1, . . . , n. Denote by δ ij the diagonal between vertex i and vertex j. The set of 1 2 n(n − 3) diagonals will be the vertex set of A n , call it V n . A set {δ i 1 j 1 , . . . , δ irjr } of r + 1 diagonals is an r-face of A n if they do not cross, i.e. they partition the n-gon into a union of r + 2 polygons. The facets of A n correspond therefore to the triangulations of the n-gon with n vertices. The number of facets is thus the Catalan number
The automorphism group of A n is the dihedral group D n and the action is induced by the natural action on the n-gon. For small n we have A 3 = {∅}, A 4 is two vertices with no edge which we denote S 0 , A 5 is the boundary of the pentagon and A 6 is the boundary complex of the triaugmented triangular prism.
Degenerations to unobstructed Fano Stanley-Reisner schemes
We state and prove here general results we will apply to special cases in this paper and in [CI] . We will refer to such simplicial complexes as Fano complexes. In this paper we will be mostly interested in the special situation when T 2 of the Stanley-Reisner ring of the combinatorial sphere vanishes. Proof. Since A K * ∆m is just the tensor product over C of A K with a polynomial ring, T 2 A K * ∆m vanishes as well, see Proposition 1.3. The claim then follows from [AC10, Proposition 5.4] which states among other things that in this case T 2 P(K * ∆m)/P m+n is the degree 0 part of T 2
We now turn our attention to degenerations of smooth Fano varieties to toric varieties. Consider some lattice M and some lattice polytope ∇ ⊂ M Q in the associated Q-vector space. By P(∇) we denote the toric variety
where S ∇ is the semigroup in M × Z generated by the elements (u, 1), u ∈ ∇ ∩ M . By Theorem 8.3 and Corollary 8.9 of [Stu96] , square-free initial ideals of the toric ideal of P(∇) are exactly the Stanley-Reisner ideals of unimodular regular triangulations of ∇, see loc. cit. for definitions. Proof. Now P(∇) degenerates to P(K * ∆ m ) and P(K * ∆ m ) is represented by a smooth point on the corresponding Hilbert scheme (Proposition 2.2). Since V is represented by a general point on the same component, P(∇) must deform to V .
Remark. The toric varieties P(∇) appearing in the above proposition are quite special, since they are unobstructed.
Note that if V is a smooth Fano variety with very ample anticanonical divisor, V is a smooth point on a single irreducible component of the relevant Hilbert scheme, cf. [CI, Proposition 2.1]. A generic point on that component will be a smooth Fano variety, to which we may apply 2.3.
In this paper the smooth Fano varieties that appear are linear sections of rational homogeneous manifolds. Recall that a rational homogeneous manifold is of the form G/P for a complex semi-simple Lie group G and parabolic P . Rational homogeneous manifolds are Fano and rigid, i.e. H 1 (Θ) = 0, [Bot57, Theorem VII], and we may use this to show that general sections are generic points on their component in the Hilbert scheme of P N .
For schemes X ⊆ V let Def X/V be the functor of embedded deformations of X in V . The forgetful functor Def X/V → Def X is smooth if T 1 V (O X ) = 0 and if V is smooth this is
Proposition 2.4. Let V be a subvariety of P n such that H 1 (V, Θ V ) = 0 and such that Serre duality holds with dualizing sheaf
Proof. Let I X be the ideal sheaf of X in V and consider the exact sequence of sheaves
After tensoring with Θ V and passing to the long exact sequence of cohomology, we see that the vanishing of H 1 (X, (Θ V ) |X ) follows from the vanishing of H 1 (V, Θ V ) (which we have by assumption) and the vanishing of H 2 (V, I X ⊗ Θ V ). We now show the vanishing of the latter.
Let
Since X ֒→ V is a complete intersection, we have a resolution of I X by the Koszul complex
which we can split into short exact sequences
for some j and all p > 1. Then from the long exact sequence of cohomology, we have
But j F ⊗ Θ V is a direct sum of vector bundles of the form O(−l) ⊗ Θ V with l < i, and by Serre Duality and Kodaira vanishing, we have
where n is the dimension of V . Proof. From Proposition 2.4 we know that Def X/V → Def X is smooth. In particular every deformation of X arises from moving the linear section in V . A general section is therefore a generic point on the Hilbert scheme component. 
Mukai varieties and deltahedra
We describe a series of triangulated 2-spheres constructed by means of edge starring. Let T 4 be the boundary complex of the tetrahedron and T 5 the boundary complex of the triangular bipyramid. For any 6 ≤ n ≤ 10, define T n inductively to be star(f, T n−1 ) for any edge f ∈ T n−1 whose link consists of two vertices of valency four. This uniquely determines T n . For 6 ≤ n ≤ 10, these are exactly the triangulated spheres where the only vertex valencies are 4 or 5. The list of T n , 4 ≤ n ≤ 10 coincides with the boundary complexes of the convex deltahedra with 10 or less vertices. Our rule cannot be applied to T 10 , but we define T 11 to be star(f, T 10 ) for any edge f ∈ T 10 whose link has one valency-four vertex. These triangulations are pictured in Figure 1 projected from a vertex at infinity. The edges in which we star a vertex are the dashed line segments.
The associahedra appear among the T n . We have T 9 = A 6 , the octahedron boundary T 6 = A 4 * A 4 * A 4 and the pentagonal bipyramid boundary T 7 = A 4 * A 5 .
When 4 ≤ n ≤ 10 (the deltahedra case), T n is on the list of triangulated 2-spheres T with
This may also be proven directly using the results in Section 4. For K = T 11 , [AC10, Theorem 5.6] tells us that dim T 2 A K ,0 = 3. Theorem 3.1. There is a flat degeneration of M g to P(T g+1 * ∆ ig ) for any 6 ≤ g ≤ 10 where i g is one less than the Fano index of M g , i.e. i 6 = i 10 = 2, i 7 = 7, i 8 = 5, and i 9 = 3.
We wish first to describe the method of proof. Given an ideal I in a polynomial algebra P and a term order ≻, let in ≻ (I) be the initial ideal of I. There is a flat degeneration of P/I to P/ in ≻ (I), see e.g. [Eis95, Chapter 15], so we want to find a term order such that in ≻ (I Mg ) is the Stanley-Reisner ideal of T g+1 * ∆ ig .
In [Stu08, Proposition 3.7.4] Sturmfels shows that there is a term order for which the ideal of G(2, n) in the Plücker embedding has initial ideal equal to the Stanley-Reisner ideal of A n * ∆ n−1 . He calls this order a circular order and variants of this circular order will be used throughout the proof.
Generators for I Mg may be found in the literature, we give references in the proof. Assume we have found a term order such that the ideal generated by the initial terms of these generators is the Stanley-Reisner ideal of T g+1 . We may then invoke the following useful result of Sturmfels and Zelevinsky.
Let now I be a homogeneous ideal of degree d in P = C[x 0 , . . . , x n ] with dim P/I = r + 1 and G ⊂ I a finite subset. Suppose the set {in ≻ (g) : g ∈ G} consists of square-free monomials To rephrase the result recall that a subset p = {i 1 , . . . , i k } ⊆ [n] is transversal to {q 1 , . . . , q s } if there exists an injective map f : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , s} such that i j ∈ q f (j) . Clearly the minimal transversal subsets to {q 1 , . . . , q s } are in one to one correspondence with the minimal prime ideals of x q 1 , . . . , x qs . Thus the proposition tells us that if x q 1 , . . . , x qs is the StanleyReisner ideal of the simplicial complex K with n + 1 vertices, K is pure r-dimensional, and the number of facets of K is less than or equal the degree of I, then G is a Gröbner basis. In particular x q 1 , . . . , x qs = in ≻ (I).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Clearly T g+1 * ∆ ig is pure dimensional and dim T g+1 * ∆ ig = dim M g . Moreover the degree of P(T g+1 * ∆ ig ) is the number of facets of T g+1 which is 2(g − 1). (For any 2-sphere the number of facets is 2(# vertices − 2) by the Euler formula.) This equals the degree of the corresponding Fano 3-fold in P g+1 . Our equations for the Mukai varieties will be in P g+1+ig , so this will also be the degree of the Mukai variety.
By the above remarks it is thus enough to give a set of generators G and a term order ≻ such that {in ≻ (g) : g ∈ G} are the generators of the Stanley-Reisner ideal of T g+1 . We do this case by case.
Case g = 6 and g = 8: Grassmannians. We review the argument in [Stu08, Proposition 3.7.4] for future reference. Recall that the Grassmannian G(2, n) is defined by the ideal I generated by the 4 × 4 Pfaffians of an n × n antisymmetric matrix with coordinates 
A circular order ≺ circ is any monomial order which, for 1 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ n, selects the monomial x ik x jl as the lead term in the Pfaffian involving the rows and columns i, j, k, l.
Sturmfels showed that such terms orders exist and that the Pfaffians form a Gröbner basis for them. The initial ideal of I is square-free, and corresponds to A n * ∆ n−1 . For n = 6 this is the simplicial complex T 9 * ∆ 5 . When n = 5, A 5 * ∆ 4 = C 5 * ∆ 4 , where C 5 is the boundary of a pentagon. Now M 6 is defined by a general quadric in G(2, 5). We can degenerate this quadric to x α x β where x α , x β do not appear in the monomials in the initial ideal of the Pfaffians. The ideal generated by the initial ideal of I and this monomial is the ideal of T 7 * ∆ 2 .
Case g = 7: SO(5, 10). Equations for the orthogonal Grassmannian SO(5, 10) can be found in [Muk95] (see also [RS00] ). Consider the polynomial ring P in the variables u, x ij , and y k for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 5, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. Let Φ i (x) denote the Pfaffian of the submatrix of (1) for n = 5 not involving the ith row and column. Then the ideal of SO(5, 10) in P 15 is given by the five equations of the form
along with the five equations 
Consider a circular monomial order on the variables x ij as above, and expand this to any monomial order ≺ on P satisfying u, y 2 , y 3 , y 4 ≺ y 1 , y 5 ≺ x ij .
Then the initial terms of the above ten equations are generators of the ideal of P(T 8 * ∆ 7 ).
Case g = 9:
LG(3, 6). Equations for the Lagrangian Grassmannian LG(3, 6) can be found in [IR05] . Consider the polynomial ring P in the variables u, v, y ij , z ij for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 3. Let Y and Z be the symmetric matrices LG(3, 6) in P 13 is given by the 21 equations of the following form:
Consider now any term order ≺ such that u, v, y 13 , z 13 ≺ y 12 , y 23 , z 12 , z 23 ≺ y ii , z ii i = 1, 2, 3
and the product of two monomials in the middle group is larger than the product of a monomial from the right with a monomial from the left. These conditions allow for freedom in the four comparisons Imposing any further conditions which resolve these four comparisons completely determines the initial terms of the above 21 equations. In fact, the 16 different possible ideals generated by these terms are all Stanley-Reisner ideals coming from (different) triangulations of the sphere with 10 vertices joined with ∆ 3 ; the triangulations can be obtained by always choosing one of the two dotted diagonals in each of the four quadrangles in Figure 2 . Exactly two of these triangulations are isomorphic to T 10 . One possible way to get T 10 is by imposing the additional condition x ii , y ii ≺ x jj , y jj for i < j.
Case g = 10: G 2 . The G 2 Grassmannian can be embedded in G(2, 7) as a linear section, see for example [Kap10] . Let P be the polynomial ring in variables r, u, w, x ij , y ij , z i with i, j ∈ {0, 1}. Then the ideal of G 2 in P 13 is generated by the 4 × 4 Pfaffians of the matrix           0 −x 10 x 11 w y 11 y 10 u x 10 0 −v y 00 r z 0 x 00 −x 11 v 0 y 01 z 1 −w − r x 01 −w −y 00 −y 01 0 x 01 −x 00 v −y 11 −r −z 1 −x 01 0 u x 11 −y 10 −z 0 w + r x 00 −u 0
Note that this is not a minimal generating set for the ideal, it only needs 28 generators. Consider any term order ≺ such that
and the product of two monomials in the middle group is larger than the product of a monomial from the right with a monomial from the left. Similar to the g = 9 case, these conditions allow for freedom in the three comparisons
x 00 x 11 ?? x 01 x 10
x 00 y 01 ?? x 01 y 00
x 10 y 11 ?? x 11 y 10 .
Imposing any further conditions which resolve these three comparisons completely determines the ideals generated by initial terms of the above 35 equations. The 8 different possible ideals generated by these terms are all Stanley-Reisner ideals coming from (different) triangulations of the sphere with 11 vertices joined with ∆ 2 ; the triangulations can be obtained by always choosing one of the two dotted diagonals in each of the three quadrangles in Figure 3 . Exactly two of these triangulations are isomorphic to T 11 .
For −1 ≤ k ≤ i g −1 let h 0 , . . . , h ig −k−1 be general hyperplanes in P g+1+ig . We can degenerate each h j to the coordinate x j corresponding to the jth vertex of ∆ ig . Combined with the degeneration of M g in Theorem 3.1, this gives a flat family with general fiber M g ∩ {h 0 = · · · = h ig −k−1 = 0} and special fiber P(T g+1 * ∆ k ). We sum this up as Corollary 3.3. Fix 6 ≤ g ≤ 10 and some −1 ≤ k ≤ i g − 1. Let V be the intersection of M g with (i g − k) general hyperplane sections. Then V degenerates to P(T g+1 * ∆ k ).
When 3 ≤ g ≤ 5 the V ′ 4 , V 6 , and V 8 are complete intersections. Clearly they degenerate to the complete intersections P(T g+1 * ∆ 0 ). We get therefore Stanley-Reisner degenerations of all rank one index one Fano threefolds of genus 3 ≤ g ≤ 10.
Remark. The boundary complex of the icosahedron, the last deltahedron, gives a triangulation of the sphere with 12 vertices such that T 2 of the corresponding Stanley-Reisner ring vanishes. If we call this complex T 12 , there is no smooth Fano threefold which has an embedded degeneration to P(T 12 * ∆ 0 ). Indeed, the link of the vertex ∆ 0 corresponds to an affine chart U 0 = Spec A T 12 . Since T 12 has no vertices of valency less then 5, it follows easily from [AC10, Theorem 4.6] that U 0 has no deformations in negative degree and is therefore not smoothable. This fits nicely with a "missing" Hilbert scheme component. One computes, e.g. using Theorem 1.1, that P(T 12 * ∆ 0 ) lies on a component of the Hilbert scheme with dimension 174. However, a component of the Hilbert scheme whose general element is a smooth Fano must have dimension 173, 175, 176, or 177 as can be computed from the classification in [MM82] by using [CI, Proposition 2.1].
For 3 ≤ g ≤ 9 the above and Corollary 2.5 show that Proposition 2.3 applies so we get Corollary 3.4. Let V be a general element in the deformations class V 2(g−1) of rank one index one smooth Fano threefolds of genus 3 ≤ g ≤ 9. If ∇ is a lattice polytope having a unimodular regular triangulation of the form T g+1 * ∆ 0 , then V degenerates to P(∇).
Remark. In the case g = 10 we know T 2 A T 11 = 0. In fact one may compute that if K is the Fano complex T 11 * ∆ 0 then T 2 P(K) is 6 dimensional. The Hilbert scheme locally at this scheme will consist of two components of dimensions 153 and 152. The rank one index one V 18 is on the 153 dimensional component. This can be used to find toric degenerations of V 18 . Indeed if ∇ is a lattice polytope having a unimodular regular triangulation of the form T 11 * ∆ 0 and h 0 (P(∇), N ) = 153 with T 2 P(∇)/P 11 = 0, then V 18 degenerates to P(∇). These two vector spaces can be computed explicitly via a comparison theorem, see [CI, Proposition 4 .2].
Cotangent cohomology for flag complexes
Recall that K is called a flag complex if any set of pairwise incident vertices is a face. We may reformulate this as b ⊆ V (K), b / ∈ K and ∂b ⊆ K implies |b| = 2. Thus it is clear that K is a flag complex if and only if I K is generated by quadratic monomials. For such a quadratic monomial generator x v x w we call the subset {v, w} a non-edge. If K is a flag complex, then so is lk(f, K) for all f ∈ K. One simple way to see this is to observe that the Stanley-Reisner ideal of lk(f ) is gotten from I K by putting
A flag complex is determined by its edge graph Γ = Γ(K), since f ∈ K if and only if the subgraph of Γ induced by the vertices in f is complete. It is the clique complex of its edge graph. On the other hand the clique complex of any simple graph is a flag complex.
When f ∈ K we always have lk(f, K) ⊆ L f (K), but for a flag complex they are equal. In fact we have Proof. Assume first that K is a flag complex. If lk(f, K) = L f and dim f ≥ 1, there exists a non-empty g ∈ K with g ∪ f ′ ∈ K for all faces f ′ ⊂ f and g ∩ f ′ = ∅ for all faces
f , so we may choose g minimal, i.e. we may assume
∈ lk(f ). Therefore f must be a vertex and |b| = 2. Proof. From Lemma 4.1 we know lk
Remark. For T 1 the above is a rather trivial observation since the ideal is generated by quadrics, but for T 2 there does not seem to be an easy alternative argument.
Since links of faces in flag complexes are flag complexes, Proposition 1.2 tells us that if we know T 2 ∅−b (K) for flag complexes we know all T 2 a−b (K). (ii) b is a non-edge, then
In particular if |K| is a sphere and |L
Proof. Since U b = U b unless ∂b ⊆ K, it follows from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 1.1 that T 2 ∅−b (K) = 0 unless b is a vertex or non-edge. The isomorphisms are true for all simplicial complexes. By Theorem 1.1 we have
Cotangent cohomology for the dual associahedron
We will now apply this to A n . Let A n be the Stanley-Reisner ring of A n . The simplicial complex A n is a flag complex and the non-edges consist of two crossing diagonals. The Stanley-Reisner ideal of A n is thus generated by the n 4 quadratic monomials x ik x jl with 1 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ n in k[x ij : i < j, δ ij ∈ V n ]. For a face f let P f be the set of polygons in the partition of the n-gon defined by f .
Lemma 5.1. If f ∈ A n has dimension r and splits the n-gon into n i -gons, i = 0, . . . , r + 1, then n i = n + 2(r + 1) and lk(f, A n ) ≃ A n 0 * A n 1 * · · · * A n r+1 .
Proof. The facets of lk(f ) may be seen by taking a triangulation of the n-gon containing all the diagonals in f and then removing the diagonals in f . This clearly gives the splitting.
Let i, j, k, l be labels of vertices on the n-gon with i < j < k < l. Consider the inscribed quadrangle Q = Q ijkl with vertices {i, j, k, l} (see Figure 4) . If i+1 ≤ j −1 then δ ij is a diagonal splitting the n-gon into two polygons. Let A ij be the dual associahedron corresponding to the polygon with vertices {i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, j}, i.e. having the common edge δ ij with Q. Finally let B ij be the triangulated ball B ij = {δ ij } * A ij ⊆ A n . If j = i + 1 set B ij to be the empty complex. Now do the same for the other edges of Q to get the 4 pairwise disjoint sub-complexes B ij , B jk , B kl , B li and set B ijkl = B ij * B jk * B kl * B li .
Lemma 5.2. If b is the non-edge consisting of two crossing diagonals
Then f must contain a diagonal δ which is either inside Q or crosses one of the edges of Q. In the first case δ must be either δ ik or δ jl and can therefore not be in the corresponding link. In the second case δ must also cross at least one of δ ik , δ jl .
The space |L b | is a ball since the join of two balls is a ball. Note that dim
Proof. We will use induction on n. For n = 4 the result is clear since A 4 = k[x, y]/(xy). We must show that all the spaces T 2 a−b (A n ) vanish. If a = ∅ we may use Proposition 1.2. Note that 
Remark. Note that Corollary 5.4 identifies toric degenerations which do not arise via the standard method of finding toric initial ideals of the Plücker ideal. Consider the simple example of G(2, 4) = V (x 12 x 34 − x 13 x 24 + x 14 x 23 ) ⊂ P 5 .
Clearly G(2, 4) degenerates to X = V (x 12 x 34 − x 2 13 ), but this does not correspond to an initial ideal of G(2, 4), as say V (x 12 x 34 − x 13 x 24 ) does. Nonetheless, we can see this degeneration with our methods: the moment polytope of X has a regular unimodular triangulation of the form A 4 * ∆ 3 .
We proceed to compute the T 1 a−b (A n ). If b = {δ ik , δ jl } consists of two crossing diagonals set Q b to be the corresponding inscribed quadrangle Q ijkl .
Theorem 5.5. The structure of T 1 An is given by (a) ) and b consists of two crossing diagonals with If a = ∅, Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 5.1 tell us that
) where the product is over the polygons in P a = {P 0 , . . . , P r+1 }. Now diagonals in different P i will not cross so b ⊆ V (A n i ) for one i which we may assume is 0. This means that L b (lk(a)) = L b (A n 0 ) * A n 1 * · · · * A n r+1 , which is a sphere iff n 0 = 4, i.e. P 0 = Q b . On the other hand if n 0 = 4 then lk(a) = ∂b * A n 1 * · · · * A n r+1 = ∂b * L b so T 1 a−b = 0. This proves (i). To prove (ii) we may assume n > 4. Consider the function that takes an inscribed quadrangle to the set a(Q) consisting of diagonals which are edges of Q. Note there could be 1,2,3 or 4 diagonals in a(Q) depending on the placement of Q. If b(Q) is the set of diagonals in Q let c(Q) = χ a(Q) − χ b(Q) ∈ Z n(n−3)/2 where χ A is the characteristic vector of the subset A. Then Q → generator of T 1 c(Q) sets up the correspondence. Indeed from (i) we know that T 1 c = 0 means that c = a − b, with disjoint supports a and b, and b = χ b(Q) for some Q with Q ∈ P a . The last inclusion implies that a(Q) ⊆ a. An element in the one-dimensional T 1 c equals λ x a−χa(Q) · (generator associated to Q), where λ is some constant and clearly x a−χa(Q) = 0 in A n . For the sake of completeness we prove a result about deformation spaces for the StanleyReisner scheme of A n * ∆ m . Let y 0 , . . . , y m be the variables corresponding to vertices of ∆ m . Since dim T 1 A K ,c is 0 or 1 we may represent a basis element by a rational monomial x c . We are using cyclic indices on the n-gon, if e.g. n = 7 then j = 5, . . . , 2 means j ∈ {5, 6, 7, 1, 2}.
Consider the sets of T 1 elements
x i,j−1 x i,j+1 x i,j x j−1,j+1 : i = 1, . . . , n, j = i + 3, . . . , i − 3 (4)
Let B n,m be the union of these four sets. 
This group vanishes unless m = −1 and n = 6, i.e. the K3 case. This case is covered by Proposition 5.7 below. The dimension of the base space is thus dim k T 1 X . Since A is Cohen-Macaulay, [Kle79, Theorem 3.9] tells us that T 1 X ≃ (T 1 A ) 0 if dim X ≥ 3. Aside from the special case A 6 , the X with dim X ≤ 2 and n ≥ 5 correspond to either the boundary of the 5-gon or the boundary of the 5-gon * ∆ 0 . In these 2 cases the smoothness of the forgetful map and [AC10, Proposition 5.4] imply that H 0 (T 1 X ) ≃ (T 1 A ) 0 . On the other hand there is always an exact sequence
A computation in each case shows that H 1 (Θ X ) = H 2 (Θ X ) = 0 so we may compute T 1 X as (T 1 A ) 0 directly or as below. For A 6 (as for all Stanley-Reisner K3 surfaces, see [AC10, Theorem 5.6]) there is a one dimensional contribution of non-algebraic deformations coming from H 1 (Θ).
To compute (T 1 A ) 0 we must consider T 1 a−b (A n ) where b is a pair of crossing diagonals and a is a vertex or edge. There are three types of contributions as illustrated in Figure 5 . It follows from Theorem 5.5 that if a is a vertex then T 1 a−b (A n ) = 0 iff a = {δ ij } with j − i ≡ 3 mod n and b = {δ i+1,j , δ i,j−1 }. These elements are module generators for the sets (2) and (3) Even though the base space is smooth it is a non-trivial task to compute the versal family. We give it only in the case n = 6 as an example. The computations are done by lifting equations and relations using the program Maple. The D 6 symmetry helps shorten the task. In this case the sets (2) -(5) have cardinality 18, 6(m + 1), 6 and 3. Set 
(all indices are modulo 6 except the s i which must be taken modulo 3) over the smooth space with parameters t 1,1 , t 1,2 , t 1,3 , . . . , t 6,1 , t 6,2 , t 6,3 , r 1,0 , . . . , r 6,m , u 1 , . . . , u 6 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 .
Remark. The equations are written so that the first 3 terms define linear sections of G(2, 6) with the standard Plücker relations. Note this is achieved over the subspace where all u i = 0. In general one gets easily constructed deformations to sections of G(2, 6) when one omits the first order deformations in set (4). On the other hand taking them along complicates matters extremely.
6 Unobstructed spheres via starring and unstarring 
Proof. We may assume that K ′ is obtained from starring a simplex a of X at a new vertex v, i.e.
1. The corresponding first order deformation with parameter say t is unobstructed since any obstructed t k would have to be in a multigraded part of T 2 which vanishes since ka ∈ {0, 1} n . Since ∂a ∈ K ′ , x a is a generator of the ideal and the deformation is achieved by perturbing this monomial to x a − tx v .
We will refer to the opposite procedure of starring in a vertex in a face, i.e. a stellar exchange of the form Fl v,b (K), as unstarring a vertex. Note that only vertices with special links may be unstarred. We may unstar a vertex v ∈ K to form an edge in K ′ if and only if lk(v) = S 0 * L for some subcomplex L and the vertices of the S 0 must be a non-edge of K. The Stanley-Reisner ideal of K ′ is gotten from the ideal of K by removing all monomials containing x v and the monomial x u x v . In particular if K is a flag complex then so is K ′ . We will say the K ′ is gotten from an edge unstarring.
Let r, s be positive numbers such that n > r ≥ 4 and r + s = n + 3. For every such pair we will realize A n as a stellar subdivision of A r * A s . This is a generalization of the process yielding T 9 = A 6 from T 7 = A 5 * A 4 described in Section 3. In general there will be several different series of unstarrings from A n to A r * A s producing many different combinatorial spheres with unobstructed Stanley-Reisner rings.
Let A r be the complex of non-crossing diagonals of the polygon with vertices (1, 2, . . . , r) in that cyclic order. Let A s be the same for the polygon with vertices (1, 2, r, r + 1, . . . , n − 1, n) in that cyclic order. With this indexing the vertices δ ij of A r and A s are disjoint, but may be interpreted as vertices of A n . The difference in vertex sets is the set D n,r = {δ ij : 3 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, r + 1 ≤ j ≤ n} of (n − r)(r − 3) diagonals in A n . On the other hand A r * A s contains (n − r)(r − 3) edges not in A n , namely the edges in E n,r = {{δ 1,i , δ 2,j } : 3 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, r + 1 ≤ j ≤ n}.
Consider the partial order on D n,r given by δ ij > δ kl if j−i > l−k. Note that 2 ≤ j−i ≤ n−3 for δ ij ∈ D n,r and that there is a unique maximal element δ 3,n and a unique minimal element δ r−1,r+1 . Let > be any total order on D n,r which extends this partial order. Proof. By the above remarks it is enough to prove that at each step the chosen δ ij is unstarrable and that unstarring it adds one of the missing edges in E n,r . We do this by induction. Clearly lk(δ 3,n , A n ) = {{δ 1,3 }, {δ 2,n }} * A n−1 . We proceed to prove that at each step we may do the unstarring Fl a,b with a = {δ ij } and b = {δ 1,i , δ 2,j }.
Let K be the result of unstarring up to δ ij . We must prove that lk(δ ij , K) is of the form {{δ 1,i }, {δ 2,j }} * L. This is the same as saying that the only non-edge in lk(δ ij , K) containing either δ 1,i or δ 2,j is {δ 1,i , δ 2,j }. The original link of δ ij in A n was A i+n−j+1 * A j−i+1 corresponding to the diagonal splitting the n-gon in two. The latter of these has not changed during the previous unstarrings and we may disregard it.
In the former the diagonals crossing δ 1,i were δ k,l for 2 ≤ k ≤ i and j ≤ l ≤ n. During the unstarring these have been removed except for those with k = 2, but these have been put into edges with δ 1,i except for the case l = j. Thus {δ 1,i , δ 2,j } is the only non-edge containing δ 1,i . The same argument works for δ 2,j and we have proven the result.
Remark. In fact one can say more, in the notation of the proof, one can prove that lk(δ ij , K) ≃ {{δ 1,i }, {δ 2,j }} * A i * A n−j+3 * A j−i+1 .
This allows us to compute the f -vector at each step. We give here only a formula for the number of facets. To ease the indexing we set a n = c n−2 (the Catalan number) to be the number of facets of A n .
Let D >k n,r be the set of diagonals that have been unstarred before coming to step number k in the process. One unstarring decreases the number of facets by half the number of facets in lk(δ ij ). The number of facets of the complex at step k is therefore a n − δ ij ∈D >k n,r a i a n−j+3 a j−i+1 .
Applying the formula to different total orders on D n,r shows that different orders will in general yield different intermediate triangulated spheres.
Example 6.3. Clearly one could always chose the order (i, j) ≤ (k, l) if j < l or j = l and i ≥ k.
We may iterate the splitting in Theorem 6.2 to get more unobstructed Stanley-Reisner rings. Note that the final object A 4 * A 4 * · · · * A 4 is the boundary of the hyper-octahedron, the join of S 0 with itself n − 3 times. Example 6.5. In dimension 2, i.e. n = 6 the possible splittings are only (4, 5) corresponding to T 7 (the process in Theorem 6.2 also yields T 8 ) and (4, 4, 4) corresponding to the octahedron T 6 . For n = 7 the possibilities are (4, 6), (5, 5), (4, 4, 5), (4, 4, 4, 4).
In dimension 2 we saw that the unobstructed T 10 was gotten from T 9 = A 6 by an edge starring. We would like to generalize also this construction to higher dimensions to derive unobstructed triangulated spheres by starring vertices into an edge of A n . If we start with a flag complex K and star a vertex v in an edge {u, w} to get K ′ , then the Stanley-Reisner ideal of K ′ is gotten from the ideal of K by adding x u x w and all monomials x v ′ x v where v ′ / ∈ lk({u, w}, K). Therefore K ′ is also a flag complex.
In dimension 3 or higher experimentation shows that there are very many series of edge starrings starting in A n leading to unobstructed Stanley-Reisner rings and we have not been able to find a suitable presentation of them.
We have found one general series, but there are many others. Consider the series of starrings where we successively star vertices ε k , 4 ≤ k ≤ n − 2, into the edges {δ 1,3 , δ k,n } of A n and let C n be the end result. {δ24, δ57} ∈ K4 32 {δ14, δ57} ∈ K7 {δ13, δ46} ∈ K8 K20 55 {δ27, δ36} ∈ K4 42 {δ24, δ57} ∈ K9 K21 57 {δ16, δ46} ∈ K5 24 K22 56 {δ16, δ24} ∈ K6 32 {δ16, δ35} ∈ K7 K23 56 {δ13, δ57} ∈ K8 32 K24 55 {δ26, δ35} ∈ K8 38 {δ26, δ35} ∈ K9 Vertices Name Facets Comes from −χ(Θ)
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K25 60 {δ14, δ57} ∈ K10 36 {δ27, δ36} ∈ K12 {δ14, δ57} ∈ K16 {δ27, δ36} ∈ K19 {δ13, δ47} ∈ K20 K26 59 {δ16, δ25} ∈ K10 42 {v1, δ47} ∈ K14 K27 60 {δ16, δ35} ∈ K10 34 {v1, δ47} ∈ K15 {v2, δ24} ∈ K22 K28 60 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K10 36 {v1, δ37} ∈ K17 K29 61 {δ14, δ57} ∈ K11 28 K30 61 {δ16, δ35} ∈ K11 28 {δ13, δ57} ∈ K15 K31 60 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K11 38 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K12 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K16 {δ13, δ57} ∈ K17 K32 61 {δ13, δ57} ∈ K12 28 {δ14, δ57} ∈ K13 {δ13, δ47} ∈ K18 K33 61 {δ24, δ57} ∈ K12 28 {δ13, δ47} ∈ K19 K34 60 {δ16, δ25} ∈ K13 36 {δ26, δ35} ∈ K15 K35 60 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K13 38 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K15 {δ16, δ24} ∈ K17 K36 60 {δ16, δ24} ∈ K14 36 {δ13, δ47} ∈ K22 {v1, δ57} ∈ K23 K37 60 {δ16, δ35} ∈ K14 36 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K22 K38 59 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K14 46 {δ16, δ25} ∈ K17 K39 60 {δ16, δ25} ∈ K15 36 K40 60 {δ27, δ36} ∈ K15 38 {δ16, δ35} ∈ K16 {δ16, δ25} ∈ K18 K41 61 {δ16, δ46} ∈ K18 30 {δ14, δ57} ∈ K21 K42 61 {δ15, δ24} ∈ K22 26 K43 61 {δ16, δ46} ∈ K22 28 K44 60 {δ26, δ35} ∈ K23 34 {δ13, δ57} ∈ K24 Table 1 : 3-spheres with T 2 (K) = 0 generated by edge starrings.
{v3, δ14} ∈ K54 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K55 {δ14, δ57} ∈ K58 {δ26, δ35} ∈ K61
K68
70 {δ26, δ35} ∈ K52 28 {δ14, δ57} ∈ K56 K69 70 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K52 30 {δ16, δ35} ∈ K54 {δ37, δ46} ∈ K57 K70 69 {δ26, δ35} ∈ K55 38 {δ16, δ25} ∈ K56 {δ16, δ35} ∈ K58 K71 69 {v3, δ35} ∈ K60 34 21 K72 73 {δ26, δ35} ∈ K62 36 {v3, δ37} ∈ K64 {v4, δ25} ∈ K65 {v4, δ25} ∈ K66 K73 73 {v4, v6} ∈ K63 36 {v3, δ37} ∈ K66 {v1, δ47} ∈ K71
22
K74 77 {v6, δ26} ∈ K72 38 {v4, v6} ∈ K73 Table 1 : 3-spheres with T 2 (K) = 0 generated by edge starrings.
